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Script to change the highlight behaviour at runtime
 
It can help the user if the highlight colour is turned on for them when they open the form. 
However the highlight behaviour can be set by the user in the Acrobat/Reader preferences. 
 
You can still achieve a consistent user experience for your corporate forms, with just a few lines of script. You can turn on or off the highlight colour and even change the highlight colour. 
 
I would recommend using the docReady event for setting up the highlight colour as you want it. The advantage of using this event is that it fires only once when the form is opened. Also the user does not have to do anything, just open and work through the form. 
 
The script here is in the click event, just so that you can explore the behaviour here. You can copy the script and place it in the docReady event of the root node (generally "form1").  
 
If you decide to change the highlight colour, I would recommend that you change it back to the default. This way, when the user opens a different form, they will have the default behaviour again. This script would be placed in the docClose event of the root node. 
Your details
Function
Turn on/off the highlight colour
Select a highlight colour
Script to turn on/off the highlight colour
 
// turn on the highlight colour
app.runtimeHighlight = true;
 
// turn off the highlight colour
app.runtimeHighlight = false; 
 
Script to change the highlight colour
 
// this is the script for the default colour
app.runtimeHighlightColor=["RGB",.8,.84,1];
  
 
 
RGB colour arrays
 
To set the highlight colour, one approach is to specify an RGB colour array. The RGB colour space provides a scale for each of the colours (red, green, blue) from 0 to 255. For example the standard highlight colour is 204;215;255 (RGB). 
 
The RGB array expresses the colour as a fraction. Therefore all you need to do is divide each of the components by 255 and the default highlight colour can be expressed as 0.80;0.84;1.00. 
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